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T

here is excitement in the air. Actually, despite the persistence of a negative situation in
the real economy and a scenario of generalized contraction in consumption, the beer
market in Italy in January/September showed an increase of more than 2% compared
to the same period last year. Certainly, the long hot summer has been crucial, and a
partial result doesn’t guarantee a good performance at the end of the year. But the

fact remains that there are few industries which can mark positive trends, and that the very characteristics of beer as a product are among the causes of the good performance on the market; from

Excitement
in the air

its versatility in pairing with food, or more
generally to the endless opportunities for
consumption, its unifying power, the beer
seems to have no real crisis.
Nor limits. The latest news, which we cannot report in the magazine due to printing
times, is the acquisition by Heineken of
Asia Pacific Breweries Ltd (APB), the ma-

nufacturer of Tiger beer and brewing market leader in more than ten countries in the eastern Pacific
area. The beer is therefore confirmed as “the” most international drink, beyond geographical frontiers
in the world and cultural boundaries in Italy, because of the many activities related to the beer culture
that play a key role in stimulating the vitality of the brewing industry. The acquisitions of large
groups, in fact, coexists with the proliferation of positive phenomena such as the microbreweries, which provide stimuli and diversity for the markets, not least our own.
The permanent presence of the beer on the Italian tables, both at home and at restaurant, is
in part the result of our efforts to increase the level of knowledge and culture in our country.
We are always working on a thousand fronts: from cultural initiatives aimed at diffusing a
greater knowledge and raising awareness of beer, to the training activities organized in pubs
and restaurants, from finding the best food matches with the labels of Birra Moretti, to the
launch of new beers that we hope will meet the taste of consumers.
I Love Beer, the magazine you now hold in your hands, is an integral part of this process.
In this issue we tell you of the celebrations for the first hundred years of Ichnusa, the beer

ALFREDO PRATOLONGO
Editor-in-chief
a.pratolongo@ilovebeer.it

symbol of Sardinia, a region that has always demonstrated a special attachment to this
beer, with consumption rates above the national average every year. But there is also a report of the
national finals of the Heineken Master Course of Tapping, which is back as a protagonist after years
of absence. Beyond the results and after congratulating the winners, the Master Course is a key reference because of the technical value and preparation behind the ritual of tapping.
But there are many other things to talk about. The most important of these is the second edition
of the Grand Cru Birra Moretti Award, whose very final session was held November 12 at Città del
Gusto in Rome. Many chefs under 35 battled it out in the national final in front of a jury composed
of the stars of Italian cuisine in an exciting race for them as for us. And now we are on the eve of the
second final of an award aiming, on the one hand, at gratifying the rising stars of our cuisine and, on
the other hand, at making it possible to enhance the role played by Birra Moretti as an emblem of
our national brewing tradition in the Italian gastronomy.
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Focus

by Maurizio Maestrelli

Many happy returns, Ichnusa!

Ichnusa, the beer of Sardinia has a century on its shoulders. A century in which it has
become an icon for the Sardinians, a daily celebration of their way of life. So loved also by
those who are just tourists on the island. That’s why its first hundred years (“chent’annos”
in Sardinian language) were celebrated in the best way of all...
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T

here are foods that mark a

of the Industrial Revolution. Think,

more than just a drink. Someone

Ichnusa. As it happens indeed to those

the numerous requests coming from

territory, becoming real flags,

for example, that the first railway

wrote on Facebook: “As a Sardinian

who go on holiday in Sardinia, in love

the “continent” in order to enjoy the

instantly

even

in Germany did nothing but move

I’m proud of Gramsci, Deledda and

with its Caribbean sea and wildlife, its

beer of Sardinia, as a place of origin or

more than landscape or monuments.

the barrels of beer from one city to

Ichnusa.” Here, these words would be

culture in some ways mysterious and

adoption, all year round. Even without

Try to ask someone what they think if

another. In some cases, however – the

enough to make it clear what kind of

its cuisine, so tasty.

sea view, or without malloreddus

you say “Montalcino” or “Colonnata”.

stout for Ireland or lambic for a certain

relationship we’re talking about. We

This year Ichnusa crossed the line of

(a typical kind of pasta) or roasted

They will say “Brunello” in the first

region of Belgium – some beers

are speaking of the same link that

its first century of life and the fact

suckling pig (porceddu) in the pot.

case, and “lard” in the second one.

have become representative of their

turns into a kind of nostalgia for their

that it is now more readily available

The seduction of this beer is hard to

big event that every summer

The fortune of Italy is also this: to

territory, but being able, at the same

homeland in Sardinians who live “on

outside of Sardinia is the first sign

explain. In all honesty, I’ve never tried

attracts to the Poetto beach

have so many culinary excellences so

time, to “spread” outside of it.

the continent”, that is on mainland Italy.

that the celebration started on the

it until I stepped right in Cagliari. In just

(Cagliari) thousands of

that, in many cases, they are the best

Ichnusa is certainly one of these

Which, among other things, miss a little

right foot. That is now going to meet

three days I had a conversion. And I

ambassadors of their own territory.

beers. Since Amsicora Capra, an

think this can ultimately be explained

and good beer to share. This

For beer, it is appropriate to say

entrepreneur born in Cagliari, founded

by the mere presence of this beer

year, for the centenary, a special

that this phenomenon is not very

the brewery in 1912, Ichnusa has always

everywhere and at all times of the day.

common, especially, in my opinion,

been the beer of the Sardinians. And

On the waterfront, it was enough

Cristicchi was staged (see them

for the “global” vocation this type of

they perhaps, as proud islanders, have

to take a look at the terraces of

on p. 10).

product has always had since the days

always seen this beer as something

the bars to count the bottles and

In these pages, and in the
following, some images of
Mondo Ichnusa 2012, the

people for two days of music,
relaxation, meetings, laughter

edition with Negrita, Francesco
Renga, Litfiba and Simone

recognizable,

glasses. The young and old, locals
and tourists, men and women drank
Ichnusa. Someone drank Ichnusa on
tap while others, more traditionally,
shared a 66cl bottle. After seeing it so
often, it was impossible not to want
to drink it. And drink Ichnusa with
a Sardinian means joining with
courtesy and interest his/her world.
Just like drinking a stout in a country

A centenary collection
For the centenary, indeed for Chent’annos, men and women at Ichnusa have freed
their creativity. Before the “Historical Labels” or reproductions of four labels that
have marked the history of the brewery, recreated on the 66cl bottles, then the “Collection of commemorative bottles”, the first of which was released in May 2012.
A very traditional format (75cl), with mechanical top and historical label of Ichnusa.
These commemorative bottles will be three, overall: simply not to be missed.
If labels and bottles were not enough, here are the glasses. A limited edition of four
glasses, commemorating as well the history of the brewery. A totally Sardinian idea,
as it was created by Simone Rusica and Manuel Pili, winners in 2011 of the Ichnusa
Award for Marketing, in collaboration with the Sardinian cartoonist Andrea Mureddu.
And yet, the Calendar Ichnusa, made with a selection of the best shots collected in
the first four editions of the Photo Contest Ichnusa. The calendar can be downloaded on the official website of the beer www.birraichnusa.it.
And finally, the Open Day in Assemini with the opportunity to visit, on request the
first Friday of every month, the factory, in order to discover every single step that
transforms water, grain, hops and yeast into the beer of Sardinia.
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Ichnusa Cruda, what a surprise!
It was the most pleasant surprise for the first hundred years of Ichnusa. It’s called
Ichnusa Cruda and is the unpasteurized beer produced in the factory of Assemini
with a specific and cutting-edge process. This bottom fermented beer with 4.9% vol.,
golden in colour and perfumed by fragrant hops is distributed only in Sardinia.
The dutiful tribute to its homeland of a beer of excellence, with its elegant and
vintage label, and its easy but very satisfying approach. The bottles are the classic
ones: 66cl and 33cl for the Ho.re.ca. channel in which it was launched in April of this
year. A practically newborn beer, but that is likely to be really satisfactory in the future
for its designers and manufacturers, as it has already proven to be very satisfactory to
the Sardinians who have already tasted it.

pub in Ireland means to enter the Irish

time immemorial, the per capita

Cruda (raw) (see box on the left).

afternoon while relaxing after work,

world. Beer, if you think about it, is

consumption of beer in Sardinia is

The first, which we could call the

or after a day at sea. The light body,

better than any business card.

almost double the Italian average.

Classic, is a bottom fermented

the scent of corn in equilibrium with

Since 1912, which is now celebrated,

This is also a merit of Beer Ichnusa?

blonde beer (only 4.7% vol.). It

fragrant and pleasant hop make this

it’s been years and literally gallons

Hard to think the opposite...

is the beer for every day, to drink

beer a pleasure for every taste. Almost

of beer. The factory in Assemini is a

The traditional label, with a tribute

without any special motivation or,

everyone likes it.

jewel of technology, able to satisfy

to the traditional flag with the “four

better, with any motivation. To drink

Ichnusa Speciale, brewed for the

the thirst for Ichnusa. And this thirst

blindfolded moors”, has been enriched

as an aperitif, accompanying pizza

first time in May 2002, for the ninety

is not exactly poor because, from

by Ichnusa Speciale and lately Ichnusa

or regional dishes, as a drink in the

anniversary
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ten

eleven

of

the

brewery,

has

greater intensity and body, 5.6%

many international awards, at the

constantly fed by a closeness that is

attracts thousands of fans. Sardinians

Milan. These initiatives keep alive

fans who love not only drinking it

vol., perfumes with fruity aromas

Superior Taste Award in Brussels

not only a marketing strategy. That, in

but not only.

the relationship with the territory

but also talking about this beer and,

and a light taste of honey on the

and the World Beer Championships

any case, this beer would not need.

Ichnusa

because, in a farsighted way of thinking,

through it, to feel part of a family, a

palate immediately harmonized by

in

two

This explains its presence among

committed

and

a company must also give something

community in terms of Internet users,

a “bitter” aftertaste. Ichnusa, bottom

examples. This demonstrates that the

the sponsors of Cagliari Calcio

working programmes: in 2009, in

to the territory in which it operates

who know they have a lot in common.

fermented as well, is more suitable

Sardinians know what they drink and

(Italian football club based in Cagliari)

fact, the Ichnusa Award for Marketing

and to people living and working in

It’s really a quite rare phenomenon in

for some strong dishes that are

their passion for Ichnusa is not only

and its role as a major partner

was launched in collaboration with the

that territory. And this relationship,

the brewing world and that is why it is

part of the culinary tradition of the

due to a strong sense of belonging to

in some of the most important

University of Cagliari. A competition

despite a hundred years of life, is

so precious and envied.

island. The roasted suckling pig, of

their island.

traditional events: the manifestation

giving the opportunity to engage in

stronger than ever...

The first hundred years have passed in

course, meat of sheep and most of

If Ichnusa has a quality also recognized

of Fonni-Orgosolo and the spectacular

the creation of a marketing plan and

Not just the tables full of glasses of

a flash, but the conditions for another

the cheeses that abound in Sardinia.

by

bodies,

Sardinian Cavalcade, the equestrian

win a six months paid internship

Ichnusa on the seafront of Cagliari, not

hundred years of success are all there.

Both beers, by the way, have won

its relationship with the region is

event in costume that every year

within the team Ichnusa offices in

only the calls for finding Ichnusa on

A further strength of Ichnusa is

the continent or the incredible success

that it doesn’t’ feel the weight of

of Mondo Ichnusa (see box below)

generations but it ties them to each

every July on the Poetto beach. It is a

other without any difficulty. So, I’ll tell

success that is measured on the web,

in the Sardinian words that I have just

that nowadays is an indispensable

learned: “Another Chent’annos for you,

thermometer of the Italian passions,

Ichnusa”, though, all things considered,

with the Facebook page dedicated

I would need to learn how to say “a

to Ichnusa that, in no time, recorded

thousand years”, because I think that

over two hundred thousand “like”

you will safely reach this goal... ■ ■

Chicago,

impartial

just

to

name

international

is

also
to

a

company

educational

and nothing short of vibrant activity.
It is totally dedicated to this beer-flag,
as well as the site birraichnusa.it,
which underwent a recent restyling to
be more friendly and communicative
with its fans. Exactly, Ichnusa has real

Mondo Ichnusa: beyond the beer...
It is the Ichnusa event par excellence. Every year, the Poetto beach, the most
famous in Cagliari, hosts the most awaited two-days event of the summer. The
famous beach has turned into a rock arena with Ichnusa for four years now. Live concerts of famous singers and groups, performances by local bands, all free, shuttle
service included. Last year well ninety thousand attendance have been recorded,
but this year was a real record: over one hundred thousand boys and girls have
gathered to listen, sing and dance to the tune of Litfiba and Negrita, Simone Cristicchi
and Francesco Renga. Chatting, gaming and relaxing with an Ichnusa in their hands,
of course, maybe the celebratory can designed for the occasion, which immediately
ended up in the collections of fans. Mondo Ichnusa is all this and more, it marks
the beginning of summer in Sardinia, it is a formidable rallying point for people and
enters into collective memory as an important date. Indispensable. The 2012 edition,
that of “Chent’Annos”, ended with incredible fireworks lighting up the night and the
sea of Cagliari. They were prepared by the same people who have “enlightened”
London for the opening ceremony of the Olympics. Indispensable, Mondo Ichnusa,
and unforgettable...
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Tasting & Testing
by M.M.

Spirit
of Sardinia
Few beers are so closely linked to a specific territory as Ichnusa, the authentic flag
of Sardinia. And, coincidentally, the island has always been one of the Italian regions
most “loyal” to the hopped drink. The new Ichnusa Cruda represents the cutting edge
of the local production...

I

f you happen to be in Cagliari or

produced in the factory of Assemini,

the first sip you realize its extreme

in any of the wonderful sea resorts

besides the original one, provides a

drinkability accompanied by a great

that adorn the fantastic island of

real “jewel” launched only recently,

freshness; roundness and balance

Sardinia, keep an eye on the tables

in

the

are perceived in the mouth, with

of the bars. It is almost certain that

100th anniversary of the founding

a slightly hoppy end. Ichnusa Cruda

on the majority of them you will see

of the brewery. It is Ichnusa Cruda,

is a great beer to drink in summer

bottles of Ichnusa, a beer that since

a bottom fermented and non-

and virtually at any time of the day.

1912 is the faithful companion of

pasteurized beer.

A beer to choose all year round.

the Sardinians and the thousands

Ichnusa Cruda brings together the

It’s a beer to share with friends, as

of tourists who will “go and visit”

best of a beer that is at the same

they do in Sardinia, but also a beer

them.

time simple and enjoyable. The

to drink as an aperitif or with salty

The Sardinians are a proud people

colour is light golden, like a barley field

snacks, focaccia and simple pizza,

and very attached to their culture,

illuminated by the sun in a summer

and delicate cow’s milk cheeses.

their territory and their way of life.

day; the aromas are reminiscent of

Maybe dreaming at the same time a

And Ichnusa is an integral part of

the bread crust, with a delicate hint of

beach, golden like its colour, where

this lifestyle. The range of beers

hops and slightly fruity sensations. At

basking in the sun... ■ ■

perfect

coincidence

with

Ichnusa Cruda has been launched recently,
in coincidence with the celebration of 100 years
since the founding of the brewery,
which is based in Assemini (Ca).
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Encounters
by M.M.

The Master Course is back
Its last edition was held in 2005, but it was enough to
repropose it to turn on the enthusiasm again. The Heineken
Master Course of Tapping is many things together: a
selective competition, an opportunity for discussion on
the technique of tapping and dispensing beer, a big feast
to enhance the team spirit. The record and the results are
listed in these pages...

«A

not been organized for many years but

for next year as well.»

for those who, like myself, have a long

Right choice, but challenging. To get

memory and experience, it was easy

to the final, held last June 25 and

and immediate to relive all the feelings

masterfully organized at the Officine

that such an event brings with itself.

del Volo in Milan, there have been

The Master Course of Tapping is,

some months of hard work. All the

actually, many things together. In

area “Beer Culture” at Heineken

the first instance it is a competition

Italia, coordinated by Liperini, was

in which young people over eighteen

involved in order to include the

who are owners, managers and staff

organization of the Master Course

members of a retailer of Heineken

in a calendar already full of training

Italia are competing for the prize of

events carried out in every corner of

best in the tapping technique – Belgian

Italy; the group of the Ambassadors of

style with cutting of head – dispensing

the Heineken Culture of Beer formed

and speed of execution. But it is also a

the committee that scrutinized the

moment of encounter and dialogue

more than hundred of videos that have

between people working in the field

been uploaded to the site beermaster.

that have a direct and close perception

it by the competitors.

of the beer market. It is also a time

At the end, fifty boys and girls coming

of celebration, a way to act as a

from every part of Italy participated in

fter seven years we

volume and hundreds of glasses filled

team and to keep alive an esprit de

the final, all very young and with the right

have organized again

with Heineken, there are the faces of

corps that is not only due to the fact

adrenaline rush. For them, the Officine

a

of

boys and girls who have participated in

that all share the same job, although

del Volo have been transformed in a

Tapping. We were in need of this.

the 2012 edition of the Master Cours

in different areas of Italy, but also to

set halfway between a pub, a film set

Our customers wanted it and we

of Tapping organized by Heineken. It

belong all to the “big Heineken family”.

and a disco. Beer fonts polished like

of Heineken Italia. Together with

too.»

is enough to observe those faces, to

«We have had tremendous success

Formula One cars, lights constantly lit,

his team he was responsible for

Federico Maria Liperini, Beer Culture

understand the truth in the words of

in terms of membership – said

background music especially selected

manager of Heineken Italia, cannot hide

Liperini. Smiling faces, bright eyes,

Liperini –. And we are very proud of

by Nikki, a rock DJ of the Italy’s most

was held in Milan at Officine

his satisfaction for the results achieved.

bodies in constant motion as only

this. To revive the Master Course was a

famous private radio: Radio Deejay. In

del Volo.

Around him, with music at the loudest

teens can do. The Master Course has

good choice, that is already confirmed

the afternoon, the first live selection was

To the right, Federico Maria
Liperini, Beer Culture manager

the organization of the Master
Course of Tapping, whose final

Master

Course
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sixteen

seventeen

To the right, the joy of
Caterina Quinzi, winner
of the Master Course of
Tapping. To the left, the very
strict jury.

feelings. To observe the speed of the
movements – the last final competition
was also judged on the execution time
– the accuracy of the gestures, the
correctness of the procedure, from
the rinsing of the glass to the service
at the table was really interesting and
revealed the substantial and high
level of professionalism achieved by
the finalists. A professionalism that
is indeed required if you want to
successfully work behind the counter
of a pub or bar. «Another important
objective of the Master Course of
Tapping – added Federico Liperini
– is to prove that beer is always

Here are the “rules of the game”...
The first phase of the 2012 Master Course of Tapping Heineken started with the
creation of a specific site (www.beermaster.it) where participants could register
free. Once registered, the competitor had to upload on the site a video, lasting
for a maximum of two minutes, where he/she performed the tapping of a single
Heineken with a specific glass (Heineken K2) in a workmanlike manner. The panel
of experts then made a selection of the videos by choosing the best ones and
declaring the fifty competitors for the final in Milan. The final was held at the
trendy setting of the Officine del Volo in Milan on June 25. In the first phase,
the fifty competitors have had to challenge themselves in a single and multiple
(two glasses) tapping with counter service and in a following multiple tapping
(three glasses) with table service. This live selection led to the identification of
twelve finalists that, on the evening of 25 June, had to face a good two juries: a
technical jury for the phase of tapping and a quality jury for the service and tasting.
The perfection of the act and the service was considered together with the speed,
since the last test was also timed in front of a notary.
In short, these are the steps that need to be addressed to possibly win the Master
Course of Tapping Heineken. Is it worth it? For anyone who has lived the emotions
of June 25 in Milan, certainly yes!

18
eighteen

made and the fifty have become the

good if it is well brewed, but that

magnificent twelve. For the very final

the difference is the person who

of the evening, there was the most

taps and dispenses it to the final

difficult test. Dynamic tapping, that

consumer.»

is in a single pour, and Belgian style,

Actually,

with cutting of the foam, of a good five

unfortunately, to find pubs where the

glasses before a technical jury and a

beer “product” is ruined by mistakes

quality jury, with the judges tasting the

during the storage of drums, during

beer that was set in front of them.

tapping and then penalized by a bad

Having participated in the very final

service.

and as a member of the jury of quality,

manager Horeca Heineken Italia,

I may express a personal judgment

obviously

that goes beyond the mere chronicle.

«We must ensure that the product

I cheered for everyone. To see

maintains

the tremor in the hands of a few,

consumer, and, in particular, it is not

the confidence of others, often

true that once the beer leaves the

a facade, the joyful atmosphere

factory our task is finished. Indeed... It

of

huge

is a very difficult job, very hard because

support of the pubs’ owners for the

it presupposes that a number of

members of their staffs were good

operators work in the same direction:

competitiveness,

the

it

happens

Massimo
agreed
its

quite

Barboni,
with

qualities

often,

sales

Liperini:
to

the

23

we, our sales force, the distributor with

Yes, because, for the record and for

its sales force, the retailers and their

the roll of honour, Caterina Quinzi,

managers.» In short, the Master plays

working in the Birreria Bunker in

a very important role in the training

Duino Aurisina (Trieste) has won the

strategies of Heineken Italia, that are

first price at the Heineken Italia 2012

aimed precisely at ensuring the quality

competition. The Birreria Bunker

of the beer from beginning to end.

actually and not surprisingly has

«Every year – concludes Liperini –

been for years one of the “hot spots”

we train about 400 retailers, but the

in Italy where to drink Heineken at

Master Course is a source of pride,

its best. Congratulations to her and to

a kind of icing on the cake because,

the other two competitors that have

beyond the moment of confrontation

come to the podium: Veronica Rocco

and

develops

owner of the Rocco and Rollo in

competitiveness

Latina (we must emphasize that the

necessary to continuously improve

first two places were obtained by girls,

and to encourage everyone to do so.»

a further step to demystify the role of

Also because the prizes of this year

beer as a “male stuff”) and Francesco

were really great: all twelve finalists

Giancaterino of The Green Apple in

have actually won a training weekend

San Vincenzo (Livorno). But, above

in

and

all, congratulations to those who

“epicentre” of Heineken, while the

wanted to revive an event like the

winner was awarded a tour of three

Master Course of Tapping Heineken.

European capitals (Madrid, Paris and

Especially since now we have just

London).

to wait a year to live this experience

By the way, the winner was a woman.

again... ■ ■
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celebration,
amount

of

Amsterdam,

it

hometown

The twelve finalists
It’s right to publish at least the list of
the twelve finalists who competed in
the Officine del Volo on the evening
of June 25. Each of them has won a
three-day trip to Amsterdam to discover the “sources” of Heineken ...
Caterina Quinzi - Bunker, Trieste
Veronica Rocco - Rocco e Rollo,
Latina
Francesco Giancaterino - The Green
Apple, San Vincenzo (Livorno)
Elisa Fossat - Six Nations, Trieste
Christofer Bucci - The Green Apple,
San Vincenzo (Livorno)
Luca Rocco - Rocco e Rollo, Latina
Marco Marchetti - The Green Apple,
San Vincenzo (Livorno)
Salvatore Domenica - Mama’s,
Pellaro, (Reggio Calabria)
Barbara Santini - Bunker, Trieste
Andrea Costantini - Bunker, Trieste
Matija Sirk - Bunker, Trieste
Ivan Rauber - Bunker, Trieste

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Below, a competitor during the
competition. To the left, relax for
some finalists.
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Break Out: Venice
by Maurizio Maestrelli

Canals, bridges and beer...
A must for international
tourists, a destination for
honeymoons and romantic
trips, the city built on the
lagoon has preserved its
charm and its fragility. All
seasons of the year. Any
time is good to visit Venice,
as well as any time is good
for a beer...

H

ow to describe Venice in
an original way? It is difficult if not impossible.

Even for me, who was born near the
city and lived close for many years. In
fact, until I was around, I never was
really charmed by Venice. I perceived
especially its discomfort and slightly decadent atmosphere. I suffered
in the “calli” (this is the name of the
streets of the city) so narrow that the
sky seemed always a thin strip above
my head and I was sweating a bridge
after another. Also, it looked extremely touristy, an infinite sequence
of shops selling Murano glass and
carnival masks alternating with bars,
restaurants and pizzerias suitable for
groups of enthusiastic Japanese or
crowds of Americans with shorts and
Nepalese sandals.
My vision was a youthful and superficial one. Now that I no longer
live there, I can admit it. Venice does
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Below, the Bar San Marco is

not have the grandeur of Rome, nor

migratory, of the tourists to emerge

located in a small calle just

the glittering splendour of the old

in the Piazza San Marco and listen

town of Florence, and its beauty is

to the “ooohhh” of astonishment of

rejuvenate with a Heineken

more subtle, dare I say “intellectual”

the person I was accompanying, I re-

Extra Cold. To the right, the

if I should not run the risk of appea-

alized that the most beautiful Veni-

ring presumptuous.

ce is hidden, it is where still live the

Santa Margherita, which bakes

It’s like a Russian doll, those Rus-

locals, in some ways almost like in a

also very tasteful pizzas. In the

sian dolls that contain others of

reservation. This is the most authen-

following pages, to the left a

smaller size.

tic lifestyle of Venice, a city that has

Looking at it from above, it appears

understandably got used to live in

the right, the terrace of the

as a miracle of adaptability of men,

what is called by many the “most be-

Margaret Duchamp, another

if you look at it from the canals you

autiful city in the world”, that knows

discover the good taste of its ancient

like no on else how to juggle the

popular meeting places for

inhabitants and, at the end, you di-

maze of alleys and learned to drive

young people, Venetians or not.

scover it walking around and you

the “barchino” perhaps even before

realize that every corner has a story

walking...

to tell, every church (and there are

Of course, if you’ve never set foot in

hundreds) has its own treasure of

Venice I would in any case recom-

art, each building its plaque comme-

mend the vision of what Napoleon

morating some famous person who

called “the drawing room of Euro-

has lived there for a certain period

pe”. Piazza San Marco is a dazzling

of time.

beauty with its Basilica with the five

Fourth Crusade, overlook. Just the

monumental centre of the city but it

to be in Piazza San Marco, the Ri-

The best way to see Venice is to get

large domes and the balcony from

opposite, the even more famous bell

has always been the social epicen-

alto Bridge, or in front of the Bridge

lost in it. After many years in which

which the famous bronze horses, ar-

tower rises straight as a ramrod; it

ter of Venice. Under the arcades of

of Sighs. It is enough, in fact, wal-

I had only to follow the flow, almost

rived from Constantinople after the

was built as a simple lighthouse and

the Procuratie, every day the historic

king aimlessly. Have a drink at the

rebuilt as it stands today after the

cafés like Florian and Quadri open

bar of some great hotel overlooking

collapse of 1902, as a symbol of the

their doors; they are symbols par

the Grand Canal or at the legendary

city, together with the Rialto Bridge.

excellence of the Venetian lifestyle,

Harry’s Bar where Ernest Heming-

Next to the Basilica is the Palazzo

intellectual circles, dens of patriots,

way spent most of his time when he

Ducale, extraordinarily massive and

intimate lounges for meetings of all

was in Venice. Of course, the Harry’s

light at the same time, thanks to the

kinds.

is an historic and famous place, as

delicate lines of its many windows.

How many people have loved Ve-

well as the Florian and we must con-

And yet the Procuratie, the Biblioteca

nice? Infinite. From Hemingway to

sider that their fame will affect the

Marciana and the Clock Tower. It is

Churchill, artists and movie stars; the

cost of your drink or coffee. But there

inevitable and necessary to go to

city still has an international atmos-

are a bunch of bars and restaurants

the only square in Venice (all the

phere because of this constant at-

where you can breathe the air of Ve-

others are called “campi”) and sim-

tendance, which has lasted for cen-

nice, see the uninterrupted passage

ply and slowly turn 360 degrees to

turies. The Biennale and the Venice

of tourists and rejuvenate from your

enjoy a breathtaking view, so rich

Film Festival are, in my opinion, only

own walk.

in history and human culture to give

the “icing on the cake.” It is easy to

A stone’s throw from Piazza San Mar-

a slight dizziness.

perceive this particular and unique

co, in a small street called “calle dei

Piazza San Marco is not only the

atmosphere and you do not need

Fabbri” you can for example make

a few steps from Piazza San
Marco. It is the right place to

beautiful wooden counter of
the Pier Dickens Inn, in Campo

typical Venetian canal out of
the most crowded tracks; to

place overlooking Campo Santa
Margherita, one of the most
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a stop at Bar San Marco. Here you

transformed his pub in a multifun-

Duchamp for the traditional Venetian

will find a beautiful iced column of

ctional environment, able to attract

rite of the “spritz”, but it is not a sin

Heineken Extra Cold, the ideal re-

a very diverse public. Open from

if you opt instead for a good beer.

freshment if you happen to Venice

10 am to 2 am, the Pier Dickens

The pub offers a wide selection of

in the hot summer months, a refre-

Inn has the merit of being one of

lager, amber and dark beers: Blond

shing break after the many bridges

the organizers of the Carnival in

Fischer, Murphy’s Irish Red, Rouge

crossed in the march towards the

Campo Santa Margherita, but also

Affligem, Birra Moretti, Murphy’s

treasure chest of the city. The staff

of offering live music and cabaret in

Irish Stout and the blanche Wieck-

is nice and friendly, international as

the winter evenings. “Beer is drunk

se Witte.

befits this World Heritage City and a

all year round – says Paul –. The lo-

There is plenty of choice... Just as, in

pint of Heineken Extra Cold will get

cals prefer to drink Heineken, while

the end, you’ll be spoiled for choice

you back on your feet just enough to

foreigners are focusing on an Italian

in Venice. The religious Venice of the

deal with the sudden visual impact,

brand as Dreher. In the kitchen, we

churches and the artistic Venice of

after passing through a portico, with

do a bit of everything, classic Vene-

the historic buildings and museums,

the large square.

tian dishes but, necessarily, some in-

the “little folk” Venice of the “gon-

But, as we have convincingly argued

ternational food. And, above all, our

dola” and that of the “cicheti”, the

that Venice is not only San Mar-

kitchen works almost always and this

classic Venetian bites to savour with

co, once you arrive at the station

met the favour of the tourists who

a glass of wine, a spritz or, as we did,

of Santa Lucia, if you have chosen

have different habits.”

with a beer.

the train, or in Piazzale Roma, if you

Flexitime is the rule, therefore, like

Because, really, there are a lot of Ve-

have opted for the car or public tran-

at the Margaret Duchamp, the “nei-

nice, all gathered in the 118 islands,

sport, keep right and reach through

ghbor” of the Pier, which also opens

connected by over 400 bridges cros-

“calli and campielli” Campo Santa

for breakfast and closes late at night.

sing 176 canals, and certainly there

Margherita, that has always been

You certainly should pay a visit to the

is also yours... ■ ■

one of the most popular and entertaining meeting point of young
people, Venetians or not. In the
campo you will find a good two places worthy of note. Our suggestion
is to choose the Pier Dickens Inn
for lunch or dinner, as the pizzeria
offer a series of interesting gastronomic options and, in a short time, a
small restaurant exclusively devoted
to the most authentic Venetian cuisine will be open. In the Pier you will
find Heineken, Dreher, Murphy’s
Irish Red and Murphy’s Irish Stout
on tap, and also some excellent
proposals from the rich catalogue
Dibevit. Its owner is Paul Friselle, an
original Venetian, who has cleverly
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The places
not to be missed

• Pier Dickens Inn, Dorsoduro 3410, Venice
• Bar San Marco, Calle dei Fabbri 879, Venice
• Margaret Duchamp, Dorsoduro 3019,
Venice
• Harry’s Bar, Calle Vallaresso 1323, Venice

Venice: how and where

• How to get there: obviously you can get

to Venice by plane, train or car. The worst of
these choices, however, could be just the car,
which must be left in a toll parking, at the end
of the bridge that connects the mainland to
the city. The train is more comfortable because the station of Santa Lucia is located directly
on the Grand Canal. The closest airport is the
Marco Polo in Tessera, connected by public
transport to the city.

•

Hotel: sleeping in Venice without spending
a fortune is possible if you are adaptable, as
there are many bed & breakfasts, such as the
Casanova ai Tolentini (www.casanovaaitolentini.com). To find the hotel that best fits your
budget you can search sites such as booking.
com, expedia.it, lastminute.com, trivago.it

• Guide: Venice, Lonely Planet, 18 euro

Behind the tap
by F.S.

A brasserie
family
size
The Brasserie d’Avril in Monopoli is celebrating
its 10th birthday...

T

o

open

a

Belgian-style

verage distribution and had an al-

seventies and is now a sprightly ni-

Vito D’Aprile, owner of the

brasserie in an area that,

ready established relationship with

nety-years-old gentleman.»

Brasserie d’Avril, is the first on

especially ten years ago,

the company since decades. Thanks

With his family, moreover, Vito works

was not at all devoted to the tra-

also to his experience, I did not he-

daily, as in his brasserie he is assi-

dition of lager, amber and dark

sitate in choosing this company, to

sted by his wife, parents, sisters and

beers: this was the challenge of

be sure to work with a partner with

brother in law. On the other hand,

Vito D’Aprile, that on 11 Decem-

strong bases».

there is no lack of work and the day

ber 2002 inaugurated in Monopo-

Having followed in their father’s and

almost never ends. The Brasserie

li (Bari) the Brasserie d’Avril. The

grandfather’s footsteps, Vito wanted

D’Avril is actually open from 6 am

brasserie, which has about 45 seats,

to pay a tribute to his family with

to 2 am, covering the times of bre-

is decorated entirely in wood, in the

the name and logo of his restaurant.

akfast, lunch and dinner.

Flanders style.

He explains: «The effigy that stands

At lunch the gastronomic offer is deci-

The partnership with Heineken was

on the sign, that is – something ra-

dedly focused on regional specialties.

born with the pub itself, and even

ther unusual – a young man’s face,

«From the classic broad beans and

earlier indeed. «My father – says

is a portrait of my grandfather, who

chicory – explains the owner – to the

D’Aprile – worked in the field of be-

had opened a pub right here in the

orecchiette with turnip greens, to the
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the right in the photo below,
together with his collaborators.

Other pictures of the Brasserie
d’Avril, a versatile pub open
from 6 am to 2 am, that during
the day transforms its offer,
serving breakfast, lunch, dinner
and many beers.

spicy chops, a kind of rolls with piquant
sauce very common in this area.» The
pairing with beer proves to be a
good choice; beans and chicory and
orecchiette, for example, pair very
well with the Erdinger Weiss, and
chops – explains the owner – with the
Affligem Rouge.
In the evening, the versatile brasserie acquires a gastronomic identity more typical of a pizzeria. «Our
pizza, available in different versions
– continues D’Aprile – is very popular thanks to its digestibility, as
well as dishes of chicken, which we
combine with various creams, for
example with porcini mushrooms
and bacon, chicory and peppers and
bacon, which pairs very well with
Brand beer.» The latter type of beer,
together with the special ones and
the weiss, are the Heineken beer
on tap most appreciated in the pub,
together with other proposals, that
change according to the different seasons, as for example Birra Moretti
La Rossa and Affligem Rouge.
«As far as bottled beers are concerned, instead – adds D’Aprile – the
most appreciated are the beers of
Dibevit Bièretheque and Moretti
Grand Cru 750cl. I know that usual-

30
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A true beer lover, Vito D’Aprile

ly customers tend to order the 33cl

it understood to my clients. It is

tries to pass on to its customers

bottle – continues D’Aprile, a little sly

enough to think that here in the

– but I know as well how to offer the

South people tend to prefer beer

bigger size.»

without foam.»

Over time, on the other hand, Vito

The

D’Aprile has become an expert in

moreover, brought excellent results

the field and he does not hide that

in a decade. Since 2011, in fact,

one of the most appreciated aspects

the Brasserie D’Avril is the local

– that he still appreciates – of his

ambassador of Heineken Italia and is

partnership with Heineken, which

attended by an attentive and faithful

also supported in building the image

clientele, which includes many young

of the brasserie, is the training. «My

adults and families with children. With

passion has grown since I started

good reason, therefore, the important

studying – he admits – thanks to

birthday is celebrated in style, for more

the excellent training opportunities

than a month, since the beginning of

Heineken Italia has offered me over

November until the fateful date of 11

the years. I learned, for example,

December, marked by evening events

the importance of the correct

organized twice a week, in which

dispensing of beer and, most

the main protagonists are beer and

importantly, I learned to make

delicious food pairings. ■ ■

his expertise in the field and the
basic rules to enjoy at best “the
foamy drink”.
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beer à porter
by F.S.

50 shades of gold in the pub for kings
The gold stands for the beers that Ennio Scapolo, a former
silversmith, and Gabriele Roncoroni, serve on their pub in
Saronno, named Kiraly, that means “king” in Hungarian.

F
34
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rom silver to gold, even if a very

new career as a manager of the Ki-

particular gold. This pun could

raly Pub in Saronno, where different

well summarize the career of

shades of the gold of the beer are,

Ennio Scapolo. A former silversmith,

obviously, protagonist. Elegant in its

ten years ago, along with his part-

simplicity, spacious and comfortable,

ner Gabriel Roncoroni, he started a

the Kiraly (the name means “king” in
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Hungarian) is the classic pub where,
night after night, you end up feeling
at home. «We are open from 5 pm to
2 am – Scapolo says – and we offer
a salad bar service with a choice of
sandwiches, piadinas, much appreciated because we get them directly
from Ferrara, and pizzas.» The partnership with Heineken started three
years ago. «We were not completely
satisfied with our previous experiences – Scapolo admits – and thanks
to Heineken we finally had the opportunity to offer our customers a
good selection of high quality pro-

Kiraly Pub

via Filippo Reina 53/57
Saronno (Mi)
Tel. 02 96703972
Closed on Sundays (only when there are no important matches)
Hours: 5 pm to 2 am
Draft beers: Heineken, Heineken Extra Cold, Erdinger Weiss, Murphy’s Stout,
Murphy’s Red, McFarland

ducts at a fair price; we work well
together.»
A big change in the management
of the pub, in which Scapolo is supported by his wife, has been the
introduction of Heineken Cellar
Beer System, an innovative draft
beer system that makes it possible to
serve and taste at its best Heineken
beer, that is freshly produced and
unpasteurized, at the right serving
temperature without addition of carbon dioxide and without altering its
organoleptic characteristics. Scapolo
has put in evidence, inside the pub,
the refrigerator with the two tanks of
the system, able to hold a good 950
litres of beer. He recalls with amusement that at the beginning clients
were quite curious about it, before
it was decorated and personalized
(«Some – he jokes – thought it was
an hyperbaric chamber!»). But the
results of the introduction of such
a novelty appeared immediately
positive: «People like more the beer
drawn with this system and we are
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happy too.» The pub has six beer
fonts. And even if the most appreciated are, in fact, the lagers on tap,
there are also many estimators of
bottled beers, from McFarland, a fragrant Irish ale, to Murphy’s stout, to
Erdinger weiss, just to name a few.
Food pairings vary greatly depending
on the taste of people, so it is difficult to specify the most frequent of
them, the owner of Kiraly explains.
The clientele tends to be rather
made up of young adults, aged from
25 years and older, and it is very heterogeneous and variable depending
on the evenings. As it happens more
and more often when speaking with
owners of pubs and bars, also Scapolo observes that an increasing number of them are huge connoisseurs
of beers and, speaking of himself, he
says that the experience in the field
has been crucial in his vocational training. «The customer – he admits –
will teach you everything». And this
is perhaps one of the reasons why,
day after day, Ennio and his small
staff give their best to their clients,
organizing for them, along with Heineken, special initiatives as well. The
last one? A theme night dedicated
to one of the most interesting products recently launched by Heineken,
Strongbow Gold cider. ■ ■

On the left, Ennio Scapolo behind the “set” of
six beer fonts of the Kiraly Pub. On the previous
page, the cell containing the Heineken Cellar Beer
System, jokingly renamed by local customers “the
hyperbaric chamber”.
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Report
by F.F.

Who says beer says live music
A full rock summer, with many events, starting from the
Heineken Jammin’ Festival 2012, held this year in the new
Milanese venue. On the stage, among others, the Red Hot
Chili Peppers, The Prodigy and The Cure. The caravan of
the “Sete di Radio Tour” has travelled Puglia and Basilicata.
It is a live radio show in stages, born from the collaboration
between Radionorba and Dreher, that was held in some of
the most beautiful squares in the South of Italy...

W

ho says beer says... music.

formula that in the past 14 years has

Yes, because now music

won the Italian fans of rock, but not

and everything connected

only; all made under the sign of live

to it entered the DNA of the Heineken

music, the lawn of the Fair was home

Italia Group and this year – if it was

to

needed – we were strengthened in

as well as engaging activities and

this opinion.

games in which the audience

The big summer events began with

has become the protagonist. The

the

Festival

programme of the three evenings

2012, this year staged July 5 to 7 in

was truly amazing, with celebrities

the new venues of the Fiera Milano

as headliners, international artists as

in Rho with the same tried and tested

supporters and the winners of the

Heineken

Jammin’
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concerts

and

performances,

Famous rock stars

Heineken Jammin’ Festival Contest

symbol of the big beat of the 90s,

audience at 360 degrees in the

could

on stage, high-

– young and talented musicians – to

while the next day the main attraction

world of Heineken, full of fun, sport

of an unusual music video in the

the event.

complete the cast on the main stage.

were The Cure, international icons of

and leisure. Actually, in the new

Music Equalizer Area. Great attention

«Heineken Jammin’ Festival – says

The Red Hot Chili Peppers opened

new wave and post punk music, back

area of the Fiera Milano in Rho have

has been put into interactivity

Roberto Giugliano, group brand

fun at the Heineken Jammin’ Festival

the show on Thursday, July 5; they

to the stage of the Heineken Jammin’

been set up entertainment theme

also thanks to the space Your

manager Heineken Italia – is now

2012. In the venue of Fiera Milano

returned to the stage of the Heineken

Festival after eight years.

areas, which allowed fans to live a

Heineken - Take Your Space, where

very well known: think for example

Jammin’ Festival after 10 years since

The Heineken Jammin’ Festival,

unique experience even during the

the audience could express their

that 98% of young people know

experiences of sport, relaxation and

their last performance. On July 6, it

as always, is not just music, but

day and not just during the artists’

creativity by customizing, according to

what it is. The brand Heineken

digital communications.

was the turn of The Prodigy, a band

an opportunity to immerse the

performances. There was a sports

their own style, a bottle of Heineken

Jammin’ Festival has such an identity

village with five basketball courts and

and share with friends, outside and

that with the target audience it has the

two volleyball courts. To relax during

inside the Festival, through the Your

same strength and brand recognition

the hottest hours, there was a large

Heineken platform their emotions

as the brand Heineken itself, adding

lounge area fitted with comfortable

and experiences directly on the

even more value to this. For us it

cushions to rest between concerts,

Facebook profile and on a dedicated

represents a unique opportunity

while some giant nebulizers were

big screen inside the area.

to stay close to our customers, not

extremely useful to cool off. Also this

The Heineken Jammin’ Festival is

only during the three days of the

year, the Custom Area has been very

a rock happening, but to have fun

event, but throughout the year,

popular; there, experts of the body

is not necessary to “get high” and

through

and nail painting and of the “artistic”

Heineken

underline

and more. The Facebook page of the

make-up helped those who wanted

this concept with the operation

festival has hundreds of thousands of

to listen to the concert in an ironic

“Scratch the Answer” to promote

fans. The Heineken Jammin’ Festival

and rock way to change their look.

the responsible consumption of

Contest has 150,000 fans and this

One of the new features are the

alcohol: 10,000 quiz card and 5000

year 7000 bands throughout Italy

new digital contents: the audience

breathalyzers were distributed to the

enrolled in the competition. And this

caliber supporters,
lots of music,
but also a lot of

Rho-Pero the audience has become
the protagonist through a series of

become

the

wanted
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protagonists

to

participants during the three days of

special

editions,

gadgets

To the right and below, a square
crowded for a performance
of the Sete di Radio Tour, the
itinerant show of Radionorba
and Dreher held in ten locations
in Puglia and Basilicata. In
addition to the audience in the
square, the event was followed
live on Radionorba and, this
year, even on TV.

focus creates “movement” around the

three hours in the square, on radio

Faces” inside the Facebook profile of

represent the values of Dreher, but

brand throughout the year.»

and this year also on TV with the most

Radionorba.

also the personality of Puglia and

If Heineken is rock, the other brands

popular music at he moment and

Dreher, for its part, has revived the

its inhabitants,» said Carlo Rivaroli,

of the group are no different. The long

interviews with major artists such as

Dreher

Group

Southern summer has been marked

Emma Marrone, Marco Mengoni, Gigi

pub, which accompanied the truck

Italia. The “caravan” of Sete di Radio

by the “Sete di Radio Tour”, the live

D’Alessio, Noemi, Valerio Scanu and

on the tour and made it possible

Tour started from Trani on June 2 to

radio show in stages born four

Negrita. Also this year, furthermore,

to enjoy draft Dreher at its best.

3 and then reached Matera, Monopoli,

years ago from the collaboration

the Radionorba listeners were able

Not to mention that, for the occasion,

Grottaglie, Brindisi, Ugento, Polignano

between Radionorba and Dreher.

to participate in a radio game and

Dreher has produced over 4 million

a Mare, Taranto and Ostuni, to finish

The tour was held in ten of the

possibly win a holiday in a resort for

bottles of 33cl (distributed in Puglia

the tour in Bari on 15-16 September.

most beautiful squares in Puglia and

each leg of the tour. Of course, Sete

and Basilicata) that bear on the

From Puglia to Sardinia, for the two

Basilicata: aboard a 18 meters truck

di Radio Tour took advantage of all

packaging and on the neck the logo

most funny events of the Sardinian

that houses an itinerant radio studio,

the possibilities of connection offered

of Sete di Radio Tour and Radionorba.

summer: on 20 and 21 July Mondo

the DJs of Radionorba – Cristobal

by 2.0 Web; it was therefore possible

«Sete di Radio Tour is still one of

Ichnusa has inflamed the nights of

and Veronica on Saturday, and Marco

to participate in the radio game on

the most effective means of brand

the Poetto beach, in Cagliari. This

Guacci and Angela Molinari on Sunday

the social networks, by uploading

communication:

cheerfulness,

2012 edition was a special one, as

– have entertained the audience for

your own photo on the app “Dreher

freshness and brightness not only

it coincided with the centenary of

Experience,
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an
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Heineken

Ichnusa. And to celebrate it properly,

and Tamurita the first night, Zaman

coincided with the 100th anniversary

the programme doubled compared to

and Arawak the second one. An

of Ichnusa, a special limited edition

last year, full of surprises and special

intense program, then, full of sounds

can

guests. For two evenings, strictly free

and styles: the tricolour rock of the

Ichnusa, therefore, is – as the name of

admission, an exceptional cast was

Litfiba, the melodic quality pop of

the event – a global experience, made

hired: Francesco Renga and Negrita,

Renga and the new singer-songwriters

up of great music, games and, last bur

Litfiba and Simone Cristicchi. The four

Cristicchi, but also the gypsy and ska

not least, an opportunity to strengthen

was

released.

Even

Mondo

“big” were preceded by an exhibition

notes of the Tamurita and the reggae

the Sardinian roots of the beer brand

of the best emerging bands in the

of Zaman and Arawak. Last but not

that identifies itself with the beautiful

Sardinian music scene: Lux, Sikitikis

least, to celebrate the edition that

Mediterranean island.

■■

An integrant part of the Sete di
Radio Tour is Dreher Experience,
the itinerant pub that made the
audience enjoy a good draft
beer. For the occasion, Dreher
has also produced over 4
million bottles of 33cl bearing
the logo of the event.
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News from the Net

A sheep as a friend
Dreher made its debut on the web with
paign “Friendsheep”. The 30 sec movie stars a sheep,

A perfect draught beer. Or not?

led on a leash by a handsome young man, about thirty,

“If you do not know how to serve a beer, you cannot

in costume and sunglasses, in an arid and hot summer

even recognize it.” This is the message of the two viral

scene: the location is Cape Town, South Africa.

videos produced by Publicis for ILoveBeer.it. Beer’s Pot

The two nice characters arrive at a beach bar (“chiringui-

and Beer and Fish – these are the titles of the two vide-

to”) in the seaside where, in addition to a beautiful girl,

os – invite users to enjoy a draught beer served in the

they find a wall of bottles of Dreher. The creativity mocks

right way, using irony to convey two rules, simple but

ILoveBeer.it raises and doubles

the typical cry of the animal that, in a surreal way, bleats

fundamental: beer should be tapped with at least two

Fifteen months since its launch, ILoveBeer.it, the portal of

the brand name (“Dreeeeeher...”), ordering a beer inste-

fingers foam and the glass should be rinsed properly

beer culture promoted by Heineken Italia, comes back with

ad of the boy, hoarse and tired after the run. This creates

with cold water. And to learn more about the techni-

a complete restyling, more fresh, intuitive and clear. By using

a highly memorable image.

ques of tapping, the videos refer to the more “techni-

evocative images, vivid colours and a more impactful layout,

Last but not least, the movie ends with a lovely quote:

cal” explanations contained on the website ILoveBeer.

the new ILoveBeer.it makes it possible to navigate more easily

Think you know everything about beer? Try your hand at the quiz

the sheep that seems to mock the famous MGM lion,

it. The two videos are a further step in the diffusion

through the many contents that gradually have enriched the

“Are you a Brewmaster?”, the funny game/questionnaire on beer

that roars at the beginning of the movies. A must see!

by ILoveBeer.it of a proper beer culture and represent

initial project. Today, the network of the portal consists in fact of

an opportunity for the consumers - who often do not

a web platform divided into seven sections, of seven thematic

have the proper understanding of what it means a well

blogs speaking about the world of beer and of the profiles of

tapped beer - to increase their passion through the

“Mr. LoveBeer “on the social networks Facebook, Twitter and

network. Want to see the videos? Take a picture of the

YouTube, to talk to the Italian community of beer enthusiasts.

two QR codes above.

But ILoveBeer.it has not only renewed, has also doubled! Af-

for the incorrect answers. At the end of the test you can check your
results in the section “Score” and get to know your position in the
overall standings. But don’t worry, if you don’t score 200 points the
first time you can try again. And if you need help, you can brush up
on The Beer Culture Handbook, which, among
other, can be directly downloaded at the end
of the quiz. Are you ready to play? Then, go to
http://www.ilovebeer.it/mastrobirraio/home.
php or use the QR Code here next.

A tasty free-range beer can chicken. This is the recipe that Chiara Maci
gives to the readers of ILoveBeer.it. But who is Chiara Maci? She is a foodblogger of success who, along with her sister Angela, has created the
successful blog “Sisters in the Pot” and who is now also a TV star of the daily programme
“Cuochi e Fiamme - Cooks and Flames” on La7 Italian channel. The editorial staff of ILoveBeer.it met Chiara in Parma during the last edition of Cibus and did not miss the opportunity
to exchange a few words with her. About beer, of course, but not only. So, it turned out that
beer, for some time now, has become the protagonist of the summer evenings of the famous foodblogger: “For me, today, beer is a synonym of “easy” evening, of conviviality – she
said –. I don’t consider anymore beer just as a drink, but also as an element of aggregation
for excellence.” You can read the full interview by accessing the website via the QR Code.

ter the recent birth of Reasons to Beer – the blog in English
dedicated to the “Italian style” beer – the
portal of beer culture has just launched its
English version www.ilovebeer.it/en. Explore
the new ILoveBeer.it taking a picture of the
QR Code.

More and more Beer Lovers in Italy
“The Italians? Kitchen People”, the third social research carried out by the Osservatorio Birra Moretti, has investigated the
nature of the Italians and their talks around the table. It has been found that Italian Beer Lovers grew by 3% in two years:
today they are about 4.7 million people (as much as 20% of 25-54 age group) and all drink beer at least once a week.
The research has also perfected the identikit of the Beer Lover, who is someone who feels a real passion for beer and absolutely prefers this
drink over the rest. The Beer Lover lives mostly in the cities, has a high level of education and
is professionally active and enterprising. He is also very “domestic” and here is the reference
to “Kitchen People” in the title of the research: the Beer Lover prefers eating at home, at
his or his friends and relatives place, and, compared to other Italians, he is more hospitable.
Regardless of the location, he is considered a gourmet and considers food a very important
aspect of the culture, a pleasure to share especially with others. To learn more, use the QR
Code above.
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www.ilovebeer.it

swers. Each correct answer will earn you 10 points and zero points

www.misterlovebeer.it/2012/06/25/dreeeeeher

culture developed by Heineken. Twenty questions with closed an-

www.ilovebeer.it/it/2012/05/sempre-più-beer-lover-italia

A quiz for Master Brewers

www.ilovebeer.it/it/2012/06/una-beer-lover-“-pentola”

www.misterlovebeer.it/2012/07/24/il-quiz-dell’estate-sei-mastro-birraio

style and irony through the viral cam-

News dalla rete

Una pecora
per amica
Un debutto sul web in grande stile e
pieno di ironia per Dreher, che si apre alla rete con la
campagna virale “Friendsheep”.
Il filmato da 30” vede come protagonista una pecora,
condotta al guinzaglio da un giovane belloccio, sulla
trentina, in costume e occhiali da sole, nell’arido e caldo
scenario estivo: la location scelta è Città del Capo, in Sud
Africa. I due simpatici personaggi giungono a un chiringuito in riva la mare dove, oltre a una bella ragazza, trovano una parete di bottiglie di Dreher. La creatività ironizpronuncia, al posto del ragazzo afono e affaticato dopo

Un quiz per Mastri Birrai
Pensate di sapere tutto sulla birra? Mettetevi alla prova con il quiz

semplice belato, creando così un’immagine sigla forte-

“Sei Mastro Birraio?”, il divertente un gioco/questionario sulla cultura

mente memorizzabile. Dulcis in fundo, il filmato si chiude

birraria sviluppato da Heineken.

con una gusto-

Venti domande a risposte chiuse. A ogni risposta esatta si guada-

sa

gnano 10 punti, zero punti per le risposte errate. Alla fine del test

la pecora che

si può verificare il proprio risultato nella sezione “Punteggio” e co-

fa il verso al

noscere il proprio posizionamento nella classifica generale. Niente

famoso leone

paura, se non fate 200 punti al primo colpo potete ritentare. E se

della

avete bisogno di un aiuto, potete ripassare il

Goldwin

The Beer Culture Manual che, tra l’altro, si può

yer, quello che

scaricare direttamente alla fine del quiz. Siete

ruggisce all’ini-

pronti a giocare? Allora, andate su http://www.

zio dei film. Da

ilovebeer.it/mastrobirraio/home.php.

vedere!

citazione:

Metro
Ma-

Il pollo, Chiara e la birra
Un bel pollo ruspante alla birra. È la ricetta che Chiara Maci regala ai lettori di ILoveBeer.it. Chi è Chiara Maci? È una foodblogger di successo, che
insieme alla sorella Angela ha creato il fortunato blog “Sorelle in Pentola”
e che ora è anche un volto noto della tv grazie alla partecipazione quotidiana alla trasmissione “Cuochi e Fiamme” su La7. La redazione di ILoveBeer.it ha incontrato Chiara a Parma
in occasione dell’ultima edizione di Cibus e non ha perso l’occasione per scambiare con lei
due chiacchiere. A proposito di birra, ovviamente, ma non solo. Si scopre così che la birra
da qualche tempo è diventata la protagonista delle serate estive della nota foodblogger:
«Per me, oggi, birra è sinonimo di serata “easy”, di convivialità - dice -. Non la considero più
solo una bevanda, ma anche un elemento di aggregazione per eccellenza». Potete leggere
l’intervista completa collegandovi al sito attraverso il QR Code.
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www.misterlovebeer.it/2012/06/25/dreeeeeher

la corsa, il nome del brand (“Dreeeeeher...”) invece del

www.ilovebeer.it/it/2012/06/una-beer-lover-“-pentola”

www.misterlovebeer.it/2012/07/24/il-quiz-dell’estate-sei-mastro-birraio

za sul tipico verso dell’animale che in maniera surreale
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www.beviresponsabile.it

CDA-ADV.com

UNA BIRRA
HA MOLTO DA INSEGNARE

Partecipa ai corsi di formazione di Heineken Italia: scoprirai come gestire correttamente
la birra all’interno del tuo locale, diventerai padrone delle tecniche di spillatura utili
a servirla in maniera perfetta, imparerai a degustarla come merita. Nel 2011 i gestori
che hanno partecipato ai nostri corsi hanno incrementato le loro vendite del 20%.
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Per informazioni contatta il tuo distributore di fiducia, il Local Account Heineken Italia di zona o il responsabile Beer Culture allo 02.270761.

